The basic scales of motion and computational requirements for low frequency fluid drift turbulence are summarised in tutorial fashion. Basic signatures for each of the competing eigenmode types are given, some of which are accessible experimentally. The emphasis is on edge turbulence since it is less intuitive. The difference in physical mechanism between linear instabilities and fully developed turbulence at the same parameters is shown. The difference in physical character from more familiar MHD models is also addressed. Experimentally, one needs to measure the fluctuating potential as well as the transported quantities in order to distinguish among physical mechanisms.
I. Introduction -Various Effects in Tokamak Turbulence
Turbulence in a tokamak plasma consists observationally of electron density fluctuations and associated phenomena, as measured by diagnostics such as beam emission spectroscopy [1] , H-alpha emission [2] , or Langmuir probes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The latter are particularly interesting because they also measure the electrostatic potential, which serves as the stream function for the ExB velocity. The fluctuations are observed at low frequency (ω < ∼ 1 MHz) and at moderately small scale perpendicular to the magnetic field (k ⊥ < ∼ 1 mm −1 ). These scales are roughly commensurate with the typical scales of low frequency drift motion as defined below. Moreover, transport analysis by power balance reveals an "anomalous transport" which is in good agreement with what one infers from these probe measurements [3] . Although there is much disagreement concerning just what mechanism accounts for this turbulence and transport, it is to be recognised that the fact that on account of these measurements we know with some confidence that anomalous transport is caused by such low frequency drift turbulence constitutes one of the major advances in the science of magnetic plasma confinement of recent years.
On a theoretical level, the basic mechanism active at these scales is a competition between a largely incompressible, fluidlike ExB eddy turbulence in planes perpendicular to the magnetic field, and streaming or wavelike motion parallel to it [10, 11, 12] . ExB motion in the thermal gradient advects density and temperature fluctuations "downhill"
if the relative phase shift measured in the electron drift direction is positive [13, 14] . The basic instability mechanism considering just density fluctuations is drift waves [13] . In hot plasma regions the electrons are expected to be in an adiabatic force balance along field lines [11] , so instability and dynamics depends on the ion temperature gradient, yielding "ITG" modes [15] , and thereby the current state of the art for the description of the core plasma [16] . This may be modified by trapped electrons, but without changing the basic character [17] . In the edge regions, collisional drift waves [18] and MHD resistive ballooning modes [19] are unstable, the latter also having a distinct two fluid branch called drift resistive ballooning modes [20] . The drift waves change their character drastically in turbulence [12, 21] , and exhibit a nonlinear instability called "self sustained turbulence" [22, 23] , which can overwhelm either their own or other linear instabilities [23, 24] . The electromagnetic analogue, occurring when the inductive electric field associated with time dependent parallel currents alters the force balance on the electrons, is the drift Alfvén wave [25] , leading to drift Alfvén turbulence though carrying the same essential properties as drift wave turbulence [26] . In computational models of edge turbulence in general, all of these potentially occurring effects should be properly resolved since one does not know in advance what the results should be. In addition, the effort to compute core turbulence with self consistent electromagnetic models [27, 28] will have to consider the "microtearing" mode which results from purely parallel electron dynamics with an electromagnetic response in the presence of the electron temperature gradient [29] . The bottom line of this Introduction is that many effects enter low frequency drift turbulence, potentially simultaneously, so in a well posed computational model they should all be equally well represented.
II. Scales and Parameters
The salient parameters for tokamak turbulence are those controlling the various eigenmode types. Underlying this are of course the characteristic time scales for the various effects. The standard gyro Bohm normalisation arises from the simplified Hasegawa Mima model [11] , which contains drift wave physics with adiabatic electrons and cold ions and therefore no sources and sinks. The basic time and space scales are c s /L ⊥ and ρ s , defined in terms of
The profile scale length L ⊥ is given in terms of T e because this has the widest range of applicability: the density profile can be flat or hollow, and the ions can be cold in some experiments. Most work for tokamak core regimes still takes the electrons to be adiabatic, leaving only ITG turbulence [16] . Its parameters are the ion/electron temperature ratio, the density/temperature scale ratio, and the relative strength of interchange forcing in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, given by
Normalising to the ions or electrons, or the temperature or the density, is a matter of convention; this work takes T e due to its wider applicability. In general there are three independent parameters for the logarithmic gradients in n e , T e , and T i in terms of the generalised representative profile scale
L p if applied to an experiment. In a more general model, the best choice for L ⊥ is whichever gradient is steepest; in a tokamak setting this is usually L T e . Alternatively, one can simply
In these edge regions the electrons cannot be described as adiabatic. There is an adiabatic response of φ to p e through the parallel dynamics mediated by J , all of which is finite (hence no model using an MHD Ohm's law, which neglects ∇ p e , can be applied to tokamak turbulence [23, 27] ). Passing electrons entail three considerations: inertia, collisionality, and inductivity. If the inertia is negligible and the plasma beta is low, the salient parameter is collisionality and is given by
following the effects of Braginskii resistivity [30] upon collisional drift wave turbulence [12] .
However, the collisionality is often weak even in the edge, and so Landau damping enters [26] , and this is controlled by the mass ratio normalised to the scale ratio, represented by the time scale ratio entering through the thermal velocity,
This V e /qR is the electron thermal transit frequency entering through field line connection on closed magnetic surfaces with a length of 2πqR. Whenμ > 1, irrespective of collisionality, the electron inertia is sufficient to make the electrons robustly nonadiabatic. This is a useful definition for the edge region: that part of the closed flux surface domain which has μ > 1. (The position whereμ = 1 is usually already collisionless.) The last consideration is magnetic induction, which enters through the finite beta. The inductive electric field is A , the potential for magnetic disturbances locally perpendicular to the equilibrium field direction, in other words, shear Alfvén character in the adiabatic response. The salient parameter for this is the time scale ratio entering through the Alfvén velocity,
This v A /qR is the Alfvén transit frequency. Whenβ > 1 the adiabatic response become robustly electromagnetic. This acts to slow down the reaction of φ to p e [31] , and also distribute it along the field lines, which tends to enhance [26] self sustained drift wave turbulence [22] . Magnetic induction also introduces the collisionless skin depth, which in these terms is given by (σ 0 /ρ s ) = (μ/β) 1/2 . For typical edge turbulence we usually havê β <μ, so that σ 0 > ρ s .
These parameters also enter through the magnetic curvature parameter ω B to produce ballooning instabilities. The MHD version, ideal ballooning [32] , enters throughβω B multiplied by the numerical gradient ratios to give the standard parameter
Note the difference (nominally a factor of four) between this standard beta and the dynamical one enteringβ. Resistive ballooning enters through the combination Cω B , and carries a characteristic scale [20] , which in these terms is given by (L 0 /ρ s ) = 2πC 1/2 ω B 1/4 , by contrast to ideal ballooning which affects primarily the largest scales available to the dynamics. For typical edge turbulence we usually have L 0 > ρ s although Cω B < 1.
Finally, there is current diffusion ballooning [33] , which if done correctly enters througĥ µω B . However, since this combination is never larger than unity in a tokamak plasma, this collision free type of ballooning never enters.
The various scales enter through linear or nonlinear models; the physical situation is however nonlinear. Well posed models must therefore face mechanisms which do not involve linear instabilities. Self sustained drift wave turbulence [22] is a nonlinear instability with a finite amplitude threshold comparable to p e /p e ∼ ρ s /L ⊥ , which is driven by the ability of the nonlinear ExB vorticity dynamics to maintain larger parallel currents, hence also allowing a larger degree of electron nonadiabaticity in the presence of the gradient.
It persists in a three dimensional setting [23] , and is often able to overcome a strong linear instability, as we will demonstrate below. which the collisional scales do not enter, σ 0 is the smallest relevant scale so it becomes the resolution limit if electron temperature dynamics is considered.
III. Characteristics of the Global Geometry
Although the open field line regions are eventually important, anomalous transport globally is decided in the region of closed flux surfaces, both edge and core. There are three main considerations globally: The topology is toroidal, that is, the flux surface is described by a coordinate map which covers it, and the boundary conditions must reflect the fact that each surface is simultaneously periodic poloidally and toroidally. Global models satisfy this automatically, while flux tube models which align the coordinates to the magnetic field but carry only part of the perpendicular domain [34] must be made globally consistent [35] . For flux tube models, one must also shift the perpendicular planes in the homogeneously periodic toroidal direction in order to represent dynamics of the slab eigenmode type [36] . The second consideration is the global aspect ratio, which the global models once again automatically satisfy but affects the flux tube models: as a field line traverses one toroidal cycle, the perpendicular distance between two successive strikes on the same perpendicular plane is of order 2πr/q, where r is the local minor radius in a simplified model. This is always much longer than L ⊥ , so a flux tube model will have to be given an anisotropic domain in the two perpendicular coordinates accordingly [23] . The third consideration follows from the fact that practically all models in use up to now are homogeneous in the parameters (ρ s ,β,μ, etc..). To be representative of their situation the domain size in the direction of the minor radius should not be larger than the value of L ⊥ used to set the parameters. This is particularly important for edge turbulence, as typical values for a/L ⊥ are larger than 10. Using a commensurately large value ofμ or α M while taking too large a domain would result in a strongly unrepresentative parameter set, most often selecting artificially for phenomena of the MHD type. Though the focus herein is upon tokamaks, these methods can be and are being used to study turbulence in stellarators [37] .
IV. Basic Models -Fluid and Gyrofluid
The fluid models for electromagnetic drift wave turbulence are derived from the Braginskii fluid equations [30] , extended to incorporate time-independent and -dependent Landau damping by carrying the parallel heat flux of each species [26, 38] . The low frequency drift approximation is taken, which assumes perpendicular force balance to lowest order in the gyrofrequency and keeps the ion inertia (polarisation drift) in first order [10] . One must however do the ordering for for k ⊥ ρ i ∼ 1 even though the fluid equations formally break down there, to maintain consistency by keeping compressibility effects equally for both species; this is a logical consequence of electron pressure forces in the Ohm's law, quasineutrality in the densities, and comparable ion and electron temperature, and results in retention of the ion polarisation divergence in the ion temperature equation [39] .
These models, herein called DALF3 (isothermal simplification) and DALFTI (full model) are given in Ref. [23] . The DALF3 model consists of a vorticity equation, actually derived by taking ∇ · J = 0 for the total current, an Ohm's law reflecting parallel force balance on the electrons, a continuity equation for the electron pressure/density, with p e = n e T e , and a sound wave (parallel ion momentum) equation:
with the vorticity and current given by
The parameterˆ = (qR/L ⊥ ) 2 in the sound wave inertia simply follows the scale ratio. The perpendicular Laplacian, parallel gradient, and curvature operator are
where B and B are the equilibrium field.
Coordinates are aligned to the magnetic field, such that B · ∇ involves one of them (labelled s) and B×∇ involves the other two (x and y, with x oriented in the direction of −∇p e ). In these terms, the ExB velocity and magnetic disturbance ("flutter") are given
whereF is an antisymmetric drift tensor whose sole independent component isF xy = 1.
Thus v E and B ⊥ are divergence free, all geometric information including the field strength B depends only on s, and the actual ExB divergence is contained in K( φ). This is called a flux tube description, and the details of how to make it globally consistent are given in
Ref. [35] . Its origin lies in the representation of field line following ballooning modes [34] , so it must be modified to properly represent slab modes [36] , which procedure is used in all the computations presented herein.
Very similarly, one can take the drift approximation at the kinetic level, which yields the nonlinear gyrokinetic equation [40] , and then take the moment approach to derive fluid equations, in what is called the gyrofluid model [41, 42] . Electromagnetic versions are also derived [27, 28] . The two-moment simplification for this is called GEM3 herein; its equations are given by
for the ions, and
for the electrons. The two species are connected by polarisation,
and induction,
which determine the potentials. The effects of finite electron gyroradius are neglected, so they feel the potential φ. The ions feel the reduced potential given by a weighted gyroaveraging [41] ,
The ExB drift velocity is now different for each species; the electrons move according to v E but the ions move according to
Up to now the GEM model is not formulated with a gyroreduced A , which is not expected to be significant since A is almost completely determined by the electrons. The gyroradius in appearing in Γ 0 and Γ 1 includes the dependence of B 2 upon s,
which has been found to be the most important finite radius effect upon collisional drift wave turbulence ( [24] , more significant than the "alpha effect" coming through local shear variation and even in some cases than the interchange forcing itself).
V. Basic Models -Energetics
Gyrofluid energetics is very similar to the fluid version (cf. Ref. [26] ). Thermal free energy is contained in the fluid moment state variables (densities, temperatures), parallel kinetic energy within the fluid moment flux variables (parallel velocities and also parallel heat fluxes), magnetic energy within A , and ExB drift energy within the vorticity. In a gyrofluid model, the generalised vorticity is given as the total gyrocenter charge density -since the model is quasineutral this is balanced by the total polarisation charge density, and this is related to the vorticity. The ExB energy is found by multiplying the polarisation equation by φ and integrating over the spatial domain. Using the Hermitian property of
The thermal free energy contained in the densities evolves according to ∂ ∂t
The total energy now clearly involves the combinations ( φ G +τ i n i ) and ( φ− n e ) multiplying the respective density equations. Hence, energy is conserved if and only if these combinations appear together under the compressional effects represented by ∇ and K. But these are merely the generalised force potentials in an isothermal model. If the temperatures are kept, however, the situation is more subtle [43] . The parallel kinetic energies evolve according to
and the magnetic energy according to
which combines in an obvious way with the parallel kinetic energies. In all of the above forms the spatial average is assumed. Spectra of the source, transfer, and sink terms resulting from these forms are constructed in a straightforward way; for example, the spectrum of the energy transfer into the ExB energy through the curvature effects is given by multiplying the K terms in each density equation by the respective reduced potentials, after doing the Fourier decomposition of each piece:
This is averaged over grid nodes in x and s, and presented either as a time sequence to watch for evolution (as in the transition from the linear instability into turbulence) or as a time average (usually done for fully developed turbulence solely in the phase after saturation is complete).
VI. Tokamak Edge Turbulence
It is customary to characterise computed turbulence simply in terms of a set of transport coefficients and their scaling, perhaps with an accompanying pictorial representation. A correlation function or a scaling of the correlation length may also be provided. It is important to note that this is not enough information to discern the physical mechanism behind the turbulence, because all it reveals is morphology. The mechanism actually has to do with energetics, because gradient driven turbulence actually does not drive the ExB turbulent flows and eddies directly, i.e, there are no sources in the vorticity equation if as here the current gradient is neglected. The mechanism has to do with how this free energy is transferred to the ExB component, hence how the turbulence is maintained.
It is impossible to directly measure the various energy transfer terms in an experiment, even if greatly simplified three wave models are sometimes addressed [6] . But the various mechanisms do occur together with signatures in what can be collectively called "mode structure," some of which can be measured. A basic tour of computed electromagnetic edge turbulence is given in Refs. [26, 27] , and many of the signatures are given therein and in Refs. [23, 27] . The more important of those as computed in the GEM3 model are given here. Parameters reflect a typical edge situation, withβ = 1,μ = 5, C = 2.5, τ i = 1, ω B = 0.05, andˆ = 18350, unless noted otherwise.
The most direct signatures, shown in Fig. 1 , address the extent to which the state variables φ and n e are coupled. These two are sampled as a pair at each grid node at several time points and then their cross correlation is measured, normalising each in terms of its own standard deviation (displayed as A/σ). This is an overall measurement, which cannot distinguish two regions of the spectrum perhaps behaving differently. A further step is to measure the distributions of the phase shift (α, on [−π, π]) of n e relative to φ in the electron drift direction (y, with k y ∼ nq/r for toroidal mode number n). These measurements show the effect of the adiabatic coupling; in an MHD setting (without ∇ p e in the Ohm's law and ∇ J in the continuity equation) this coupling is absent and one finds in the results that φ and n e are uncorrelated but the phase shift is π/2 for all k y , reflecting passive scalar dynamics for n e . Note that this diagnostic requires Fourier decomposition in y → k y , not t → ω, as in turbulence ω is a distribution, not a linear frequency, and it is not equivalent to any component of the wavenumber. A long probe array is required to Fourier decompose the fluctuations in k y and sample the variable pair at many time points. This is being done [44] on the TJ-K torsatron [45] , and the result appears much as in Fig. 1 . This is a basic signature of drift wave mode structure.
One of the more important results which can come from a computational study is the extent to which linear instabilities do or do not impose their character upon the resulting turbulence. There is more than one instability, and additionally there is the nonlinear drift wave instability, each of which is potentially active. Starting from the linear stage (initial amplitude n e ∼ 10 −10 ) and passing through saturation (defined as the time point at which the measured growth rate of the total energy first passes through zero) into fully developed turbulence (wherein all diagnostics are statistically stationary [22] ), three diagnostics are applied at each of the three stages: the parallel envelope structure, the phase shift distributions, and the RMS transfer spectrum of the ExB energy. These are shown in Figs. 2-4 , respectively The parallel envelope structure is simply the squared amplitude of each state variable as a function of the parallel coordinate (s), averaged over the other two and time ({x, y, t}). The RMS transfer spectrum measures the vigour with which free energy enters and leaves the ExB eddies (Eq. 1), through nonlinear three wave coupling (polarisation current), Alfvénic coupling to the Ohm's law (parallel current), and compressional coupling to the continuity equation (diamagnetic current). All three of these show significant changes as the linear stage is departed. The ballooning structure in n e remains, but in h e = n e − φ, the force potential responsible for free energy access, it is lost.
In the turbulence, the basic drift wave relationship n e ∼ φ > h e is what results. The large phase shift within the range 0.3 < k y ρ s < 1.0 of dominant linear growth disappears without trace and is replaced by the signature in Fig. 1 . The RMS transfer spectra show that the linear balance between parallel and diamagnetic currents is replaced for k ⊥ ρ s > 0.2 by a balance between parallel and polarisation currents. All three of these are indicative of a basic resistive ballooning mode structure in the linear stage being replaced by a basic drift wave mode structure in the turbulence. Not only mode structure, but mechanism: the interchange forcing which controls the linear stage is no longer what maintains the parallel currents in the turbulence. This is taken over by the vorticity (polarisation) nonlinearity (in GEM3, the difference between the two density nonlinearities, cf. Eqs. 1,2), which is the mechanism behind self sustained drift wave turbulence [23] .
Beyond the details of these changes, the principle of importance is that one cannot a priori judge the physical situation on the basis of linear analyses, regardless of how detailed or sophisticated that might be. The actual situation in the experiments is nonlinear, and any germane analysis, of computational results or of experimental observations, will reflect this. We find further that this nonlinearity is above all statistical, by measuring the PDF of the nonlinear transfer between two ranges of perpendicular scales. The nonlinear three wave transfer from mode {k x , k y } to mode {k x , k y } over beat waves mode {k x , k y } satisfying the vector three wave criterion k + k + k , and summed over k ρ s ∈ 0.5 ± 0.0125 and kρ s ∈ 0.3 ± 0.0125, is measured for the ExB energy, the thermal free energy, and the mean squared vorticity ("enstrophy") in the DALF3 model forβ = 1,μ = 5, and C = 7.5.
The mean values are indicative of the transfer tendencies: direct (negative numbers) for thermal free energy and enstrophy, and inverse (positive) for ExB energy. But the standard deviations are larger than the mean in all three cases, especially for those involving φ. This is why we measure RMS and not average transfer to judge the maintenance of the parallel currents. The physical role of the ExB vorticity nonlinearity is to shake the multiply coupled wave system apart vigorously enough for its linear character to be broken up, to broaden the range of availability for the parallel currents and hence phase shifts (cf. Ref.
[21]), and thereby to impose the nonlinear drift wave instability on the turbulence. This results because the native RMS vorticity of the turbulence is larger than the growth rate of the linear instabilities, due to the small size of ω B .
What is most important to understand experimentally, however, is the extent to which the physical situation cannot be discerned if the observations only have access to the electron density. The structure purely of n e in Fig. 2 shows little or no change from the linear stage to fully developed turbulence. Additionally, the correlation lengths measured for n e in the DALF3 model and its resistive MHD subset are not different and do not scale differently with parameters. One needs to know simultaneous information about both n e and φ to be able to judge the experimental situation with any independence. In this context it is important to recall that practically all observations which do contain this information (largely, Langmuir probes) yield the result that φ ∼ n e . This is a drift wave mode structure signature. When the ideal (through beta) or resistive (through collisionality) ballooning regimes are entered, and the three diagnostics of Figs. 2-4 are observed to change accordingly, the finding is that the relative amplitudes also change into the ballooning (MHD) signature φ ∼ h e > n e . Had the probe results shown φ significantly larger than n e , with an amplitude ratio increasing with collisionality, this would have been an unequivocal ballooning mode structure signature [27] .
VII. Temperature Effects in Edge Turbulence
Models such as DALF3 or GEM3 with self consistent electron response can address the phenomenological situation of edge turbulence by considering the density as a simplification of the overall pressure dynamics, but they cannot treat situations in which the temperatures introduce special effects. In edge turbulence, ∇T e and T e merely add to the nonlinear drift wave physics, often enhancing it quantitatively, but they bring no qualitative changes (cf. Refs. [21, 22] , and Refs. [23, 27] ). By contrast, ∇T i and T i always potentially introduce ITG physics, and the diagnostics have to find a way to decide that. The basic signatures [23] are that in drift wave physics T i behaves similarly to n e , with T i ∼ n e ∼ φ > h e ∼ T e , but with roughly equal ion and electron thermal anomalous transport. In ITG turbulence T i is special, controlling most of the dynamics, and is larger and more strongly ballooned than any other state variable, with the rest of the system (the electron dynamics) remaining in drift wave mode structure. The two transport regimes separately clearly in the vicinity of η i = 2, for τ i = 1 and equal steepness in ∇T e,i , as shown in Fig. 5 . At finite beta another complication enters: the electrons begin to enter the ideal ballooning regime (defined by φ ∼ h e > n e ) before there is any change in the ions. For experimental observations, unfortunately, the comments at the end of the previous Section also apply here: as these mode structure changes are analysed in the computations, there is little or no change in the structure purely of n e . The same correlation lengths and spectra, and degree of ballooning, are observed in the drift wave, ITG, and hybrid ITG/ballooning regimes. If these are to be distinguished experimentally, information on the behaviour of φ and even of T i will have to be made available.
VIII. Temperature Effects in Core Turbulence
The ion temperature of course rules the tokamak core. In many if not most situations the passing electrons are adiabatic or nearly so, while the trapped electrons merely add quantitatively to the ion temperature. The basic distinction is that the passing electrons ( n e and T e ) feel the adiabatic response, while the trapped electrons and T i do not. Trapped electrons are important quantitatively due to their response to ∇n e , which affects the ITG threshold and the linear growth rates of instabilities. Linear instabilities are in general much more relevant in the core because (1) representative values of ω B are much larger, and (2) the nonlinear drift wave instability is much weaker. The basic situation is ITG dynamics [16] , modified by trapped electrons [17] , and, in finite beta regimes, kinetic ballooning dynamics defined by an MHD mode structure signature but only at intermediate to short wavelength [28] .
An additional effect which enters whenever for whatever reason the ITG dynamics is particularly weak, is microtearing [29] . Here, we depart the general situation of ExB advection in the presence of a background gradient, and concentrate mostly upon the electron parallel dynamics. The relevant parts of the equations from the DALFTI model [23, 46] , neglecting φ, n e , and T i , and collisions and curvature, are
where a Le is the Landau damping operator. The only important energy source is q e ∇ T e with the perturbed part of ∇ ("magnetic flutter"), found by multiplying the latter equation by q e . The magnetic flutter is maintained through the ∇ transfer channels leading into the Ohm's law and therefore the magnetic energy. The signature is a balance in the energetics between this source and the Landau damping given by a Le ( q e 2 /2), with all other source/sink terms small, and with all transport channels much smaller than the electron flutter heat transport, q e b x .
Computations of core turbulence with self consistent electrons with a finite beta Alfvénic response, but with no attempt to treat T e , find a mild drop of the transport with beta before the onset of the kinetic ballooning regime [28] . If this "hole" at intermediate beta is deep enough, microtearing could enter and control the transport there. A preliminary result using DALFTI and varying beta around the Cyclone Base Case [16] , displayed in Fig. 6 , shows this. Valuesβ = {0.03, 0.08, 0.2, 0.464, 1.0} were used, with 0.464 being the experimental value. The case withβ = 1.0 yields kinetic ballooning with an unrealistically large transport level. The first three cases find the standard ITG result: T i ∼ n e ≈ φ, with both h e and T e very small. In the nominal case the ITG dynamics was completely suppressed, below threshold for this particular model. The linear result showed complete suppression, but a weak microtearing instability was found atβ = 0.52 before the linear kinetic ballooning set in as if by a switch at 0.6. The nonlinear result at 0.464 found turbulence maintained clearly by microtearing, with a measured nonlinear drive rate three times the 0.52 case's linear growth rate. Apparently it is possible for microtearing to also exhibit self sustainment. Microtearing could well have experimental relevance in situations where the ion transport is suppressed by flows [47] or absent due to the finite ITG threshold. It may be a better scenario in those cases wherein the hyperfine ETG model has been invoked [48] .
Main Points
Turbulence at drift scales proceeds from a variety of potential mechanisms, all of which compete with each other. ExB drift turbulence sets fluid motion perpendicular to the magnetic field against parallel motion whose principal role is to couple all the state variables. No transported quantity follows a passive scalar relation, and the coupling of the ExB energy to the rest of the system at all perpendicular scales prevents pile up due to the fluid's cascade dynamics. The situation is therefore quite different from the more familiar transport of entrained material in a fluid. Microtearing has a radically different mechanism but belongs to this whole because it is still driven by the thermal gradient and its scales of motion are commensurate with fluid ExB drift motion.
The various drive mechanisms all carry distinct signatures, so that if a computation is well resolved there is little doubt as to the regime. Very unfortunate by contrast is the experimental situation. Many diagnostics can only see the electron density. This can tell whether fluid drift motion is present but cannot distinguish the mechanism, because they all exhibit very similar morphology, spectra and autocorrelation functions for this one state variable. To distinguish the physical mechanism one needs at least the electrostatic potential, and sometimes if most unfortunately the ion temperature, both as fluctuations measured simultaneously with and as precisely as those in the electron density. In those cases wherein the potential fluctuations are available, however, the result in the region of closed magnetic flux surfaces is that n e ∼ φ even though the electron dynamics is known by the presence of vigorous electron particle and heat transport to be strongly nonadiabatic. This is what is found in detailed computations to occur together with dominantly drift wave energetics.
For the computations to be representative, particularly for edge turbulence, they must reflect the situation to hand, namely, the criteria listed in Section III. They must also resolve the smallest of the typical scales involved, usually the drift scale ρ s . Since for warm ion situations ρ i ∼ ρ s , they must also be at least well behaved near k ⊥ ρ i ∼ 1. Fluid models are acceptable provided the model for gyroviscosity does not cause numerical problems. Gyrofluid models are however better for this and are also more robust. Either model, however, may be used, and both find the same mode structure run at the same parameters. Ultimately, a gyrokinetic model may be desirable, but the qualitative situation is what is required to diagnose the physics, and a fluid or gyrofluid model is sufficient for that. Figure 1 . Cross correlation (left) and phase shift distributions (right) between n e and φ, for typical edge turbulence. Although the electrons are robustly nonadiabatic, the two state variables are well correlated, and the phase shifts have the same distributions for all k y ρ s < 1, with the mean closer to zero than to π/2. This, together with the amplitude ordering φ ∼ n e > h e , with h e = n e − φ, can be taken as a definition of drift wave mode structure. Figure 2 . Parallel envelope structure for n e (squares), φ (triangles), and h e = n e − φ (diamonds), plotted against the parallel coordinate s. In the linear stage (left) both n e and h e are ballooned, and φ is smaller. In the fully developed turbulence (right), the drift wave mode structure with φ ∼ n e > h e , with h e much less ballooned, imposes itself. Figure 3 . Phase shift distributions between n e and φ, as in Fig. 1 . In the linear stage (left) the phase shift is part of the dispersion relation, and is large for 0.3 < k y ρ s < 1.0 where the strongest instabilities are. In the turbulence (right) the drift wave mode structure imposes itself. Figure 4 . RMS energy transfer for the ExB eddies, due to the vorticity nonlinearity (polarisation current, solid, 'e'), the parallel current (dashed, 'j'), and the interchange forcing (diamagnetic current, dash-dot, 'K'). The latter two balance in the linear stage (left), reflective of resistive ballooning dynamics, but in turbulence the nonlinearity emerges to replace the interchange forcing as the agent maintaining the finite J necessary for the finite phase shifts (Figs.  1,3 ) which represent free energy access and transport. This reflects the supersession of the basic linear instability by self sustained drift wave turbulence, which is the mechanism responsible for the other changed observed in Figs. 2,3 . Figure 5 . ExB transport for particles ('n') and electron ('e') and ion ('i') heat due to ExB turbulence (solid) and for the electron heat magnetic flutter ('m', dashed), for edge turbulence using the full GEM model [43] . Both the flux pieces (conductive heat fluxes only) and the overall transport (conductive plus convective) are shown versus a horizontal scale linear in 0 < d log n/d log T < 1. The magnetic flutter is very weak. The case with η i = 1 exhibits drift wave mode structure, but a more ITG character sets in for η i > ∼ 2, as explained in the text. For η i > 2 the transport curves separate as well. Figure 6 . ExB transport for particles and electron and ion heat due to ExB turbulence (solid) and for the electron heat magnetic flutter (dashed), for the typical core turbulence case known as Cyclone [16] . For the first three cases the electron channels are weak, following the weakness of h e and T e for core ITG dynamics. For the nominal case (β = 0.464) the ITG channel is stabilised and microtearing enters to carry Q e via magnetic flutter. The last case reflects the onset of kinetic ballooning forβ > 0.6.
